Looking Back

Wideband Radar
Lincoln Laboratory researchers built the world’s first long-range
wideband radar and launched a new era in defense radar and
satellite imaging capability.
Military radars ”hunger” for resolution in angle, range, and velocity.
High resolution helps mitigate clutter
and jamming, improves the accuracy
of tracking, and, most importantly,
enhances the identification of enemy
targets. This target identification is
critically important to ballistic missile defense (BMD) radars since a
missile attack can contain many
objects, most of which are incidental
missile junk or nonlethal decoys. The
defense radar has only a handful of
seconds to decide what is lethal and
what is non-lethal. The radar needs
all the help it can get in this sorting
or discrimination process.
In the mid 1960s, the Laboratory’s missile defense analysts in
the Radar Measurements Division
had concluded that a BMD radar

should operate at a high microwave frequency of 5 to 6 GHz for a
wide range of reasons (mitigation
of nuclear blackout and jamming,
to name a few). Such a radar would
need an extra margin of discrimination capability if an enemy were
to flood the defense with numerous
small objects that were not creditable
warheads but that could tie up the
radar’s resources in deciding what
was what. A method to quickly “discriminate” these objects was needed
and the analysts
hit upon the idea
of a very wideband signal with
the conc urrent
exceedingly fine
range resolution
that could dismiss

these physically “short objects” with
a single radar pulse. Range resolution of about one foot was needed in
this “wideband” pulse and that was
at least a factor of 10 to 100 better
resolution than that of conventional
BMD radars of that era.
The prospect of such a radar
was viewed by some as a very highrisk venture. They argued that one
would have difficulty generating
and amplifying this wideband pulse
with its 500 MHz of instantaneous
bandwidth. Some thought the atmosphere might disperse the signal, and
all argued that tracking with such
resolution and processing the returns
would be a daunting task.

The sixty-eight-foot-diameter ALCOR radome, shown on the left, houses the forty-eight-foot-diameter antenna and its pedestal. ALCOR, which became operational at Kwajalein Atoll in 1970, was the first high-power, long-range, wideband field radar.
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